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About This Game

Santa was preparing to deliver presents for boys and girls all over the world, but nasty Grinch has broke Santa's sleigh and he fall
down on the North pole and lost all presents, so Christmas celebration is under threat. Our brave character decides to return the
presents and bring the celebration back. Enter the snow area to pick all presents on the levels to move to the next area. Collect

all sweets during the game, avoid saws, spikes, icicles and falling to abyss - you will help main character come back all gifts and
Christmas will be saved. Santa will prepare his sleigh and move on worldwide giving out presents for all kids on the planet. help

Santa, save the Christmas!

Key features:
- Pretty graphics;

- Casual gameplay;
- Huge amount of levels;

- Unforgettable adventure;
- Easy to enjoy game mechanics;
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This is just doom with a Noah\u2019s ark skin. I love it.... Saw this at EGX so bought it. Good fun…the single player is simple
but the multiplayer is where the real game is. Downside is no online multiplayer, but seen that they’re adding that now anyway..
very boring game, the npcs in starter areas are overpowered and do too much damage to your ship waaaayyy too fast to have
even a chance. the stock market system takes even more fun out of the game as one can go from 0.0025 wex to hundreds of
thousands in just a few minutes of starting a new game. all in all the whole game needs some major re-balancing.. WORST
F****** GAME EVER. NOT WORTH 3 CENTS. DON'T GET THIS GAME.. Ugegegege ugegegegege
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It's funny, I'll give them that. However, the actual gameplay becomes boring and repetitive very quickly.. Not recommended
specially for newbies. Highly Pay to win.. The Amber throne takes place in a mostly drying desert land. The Red kingdom, the
kingdom of the humans seek the titular throne. They are not alone in this pursuit, the Sehr empire made up of lizard people is
also in the running. The last one in this contest is our playable character Arra the daughter of the last knowamber god , tasked by
her father to destroy the throne.

The game’s theme centers on the weakness of the heart, to always seek the most easy and comfortable even to the point that it
will hurt ourselves. This is showcased in the use of racism, over obsession of a pursuit or in holding on to stagnant views or
ideas. As such the game has a somber or melancholy tone to it.

As for the members of your party, other than talking about the plot points, do not have an active role in game. In some cases
they are interchangeable as they repeat the dialogue.. That was disappointing since you don’t see much of them other than that.
The supporting characters are mostly there for the sake of plot progression and in some cases world building. The minor
characters, other than a few eccentric shop keeps are not much to behold. All of the game’s antagonists in one form or a another
embodies the theme of the game than any other character in the game.

Despite the main cast not being at the forefront, the interesting setting and the story and ideas that take place in it make up for
that.

In turns of looks, there is not much to say and that is said in a good way. What you see in the steam screenshots is what you get
in the entire game: hand drawn beauty.The amount of detail especially in the non-in game cutscenes just takes your breath away.

The character animation might have anywhere from one to five frames of animation, which give them a point and click charm.
Environmental animation are seen a handful of times, otherwise the game is just a beautiful painted picture. Only down side to
the amination is during battle, the party members do have animation for all their actions during battle but, foes will only get
stance changes with a few bosses getting non-in game cutscenes for their attacks. It should be noted this reviewer is not a student
of animation so take what is said here with a grain of salt.

Due to only having a few rpgmaker games under my belt I can’t say for sure what sound is only to this game and what is shared
along with all rpgmaker games. In this reviewer’s time in the game, the sounds did not break the immersion.

When you start up the game, the gorgeous art greets you with a non-in game cutscenes. Along with that is the equally wonderful
music. This is the type of music that is heard more often in good standard jrpgs. Along with the visuals, this haunted melody
invites you to open and relax your heart for an experience that won’t be forgotten anytime soon. Jasmine Cooper is a gem of a
composer; let us hope we will hear more from them in the future. Goldwood Forest and Goldwood Forest Engaged are great
highlights.

It is fair to say the game’s presentation being one of it’s strongest parts.

The game was made with the keyboard control in mind and since the title screen has a button to show what the controls are for
the keyboard, this part of the review shall put more time to talking about controls for the use of a controller, particularly for the
360 controller since this was use in the review. The B button is used for menu and cancelling, the X button is to confirm an
action or to pick and talk to someone/interact, for the last button the A button just has to be hold down to run and finally the
upper right control stick is to move. There is no way to change the output. It should be advised to put the controller in the the
PC before starting up the game. While it is possible to use the keyboard in the middle of the game with a controller in, the other
way is not while the game is running.

The world map is small and will get even smaller if a certain side quest is done. However the game will use this to it’s advantage
by occasionally changing the map. Other than something that is between the player and the next plot point, the world map holds
small places for side quests, world building and some items.

Towns while visually distinct just hold the usual set of items, weapons, armors and inns. Sometimes they have items and other
kinds of shops you can find there, but that is about it. While you can talk to the people in the towns and there are some you can
give items to, the only place that can be entered are for plot and the above mentioned standard buying stuff.
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Dungeons are just a chance to take in more of the art with just more battles. The most that happens was to go one way or the
other to fight a mini boss to progress. The last dungeon being the one to be somewhat different.

Battles, like many things in the game, felt like they are just there to serve the art and the story. It may not be as simple as press
A to win, but the player can be left with wanting more. Here is how the battles work. There are six types of attack: slash,
pierce,blunt, blast and the only two elements, fire and lightning. Some party members have the exclusive ownership of ether fire
or lightning. Party members also have an attack type as a default attack.They can get other attack types in the form of skill
which can be unlock by leveling up and getting skill points. You damage your foes with their weaknesses in two ways, standard
and stance. Standard is well standard weakness the enemy have in general while stance damage will happen when a target is in a
certain stance. Upon doing so will result in the opponent changing to a stance that will do more damage to the party, but will
leave them in a more vulnerable state. This may not always occur and other types of non-weaknesses attacks may be needed in
order to get that stance change. In battle the turn order can be seen. The most utility this seem to have is trying to figure out
when one of the three party members would attack.

Over the course of two playthroughs, it was possible to get by using powerful non-weakness attacks. The above mentioned battle
system, gives this game another thing to stand out from other rpgs, just not enough to call it one of the game’s strengths. Other
games such as Skybore or Chrono Trigger can give players a better time with their battles.

Some last minute nit picks and things that could not fit anywhere else: keeping your party's equipment up to date was little pace
slowing in an otherwise good paced game. This was very apparent near the end game. Crafting while nice to have as a option,
could not as used as much as I like due to the scarcity of needed items to use. While there was nothing that made it to the point
of exploit or sequence break there were times I could go to parts of places that should not be possible and sometimes Arra can
move a bit before a game cutscene can kick in. There were two major bugs that put the game to a standstill. One occured at the 
end of sunken city. After the boss battle and the cutscene that follow when I open the menu the screen behind it want black and
stayed that way after the menu close. This happen two times in both playthroughs. The second one happen in the middle of a
boss battle that takes place before heading to the final dungeon. During that battle the game crashed. The more minor bugs was
when I tried to go to the title screen the game just crashed.This did not happen all the time but, it happen often enough that I
stop counting after the eighth time.

There are some nooks and crannies that are yet to be uncovered so if you are looking for a heartfelt experience rather than a
challenge to overcome with a interesting story that takes place in a thought out world then this game is a good game to get.
. I'm afraid I can't give this a rave review. The quality of the textures is comparable to an aircraft from IL2 1946 released 10
years ago. Still, the flights can be fun and challenging and at this reduced sale price it is worth adding to the hangar.. The game
is fun and I like playing with friends but they need to change the matchmaking system, not really fair for a newbie to be paired
up against a veteran.. The Mims is a god-game where you play the mysterious creator who has ultimate power over an alien
species who have crash landed on a set of floating islands. It's currently in early access and only the story mode is available,
nevertheless I have not yet encountered any bugs and the game is very polished (short of a few typos) for day one early access.

You must harvest resources, create buildings, keep your Mims happy so that they can work productively, create and grow
animals that you can then sell for more resources, defend your base, fight off creatures, and search for the parts you need to
rebuild your spaceship and go home.

It starts off fairly simplistic but does gather depth as you progress. Problem is it takes a while to get there playing the story
mode. If you're finding it too easy - it does get more complicated once everything is unlocked. I hope that when sandbox is
implemented you can build on a much larger scope and hopefully set conditions that provide more of a challenge. I'll return to
edit this once that is added!

I'd also really like an option to save in the story mode, especially considering some maps have a fail condition, ie. if your special
hero dies - you lose a solid hour of play.

The (currently not rebindable) camera controls are the biggest negative and take some getting used to. I hope the developers
consider reworking with the standard right click hold to rotate and tilt rather than having to move to the edges of the screen as
well as adding bindings. Otherwise I can see the current system really holding the game back and frustrating players from the
start.
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Despite some negatives that need to be smoothed out, the game is charming. Beautiful graphics, runs very well, cute,
entertaining and fills a niche in a genre which is sadly devoid of recent titles. I don't think this is the deep strategy god game
some people are still hoping to appear in the genre, but it still has an absolute ton of potential at this point. Time will tell.. i liked
it but however game is hard but i wished devleopers added a diffuity levels - easy to hard - its would be brillant option. Decent
art, but the translation is poor. cool game

old school. This game is good because you are getting free tf2 items :P
and also it's fun

50% off!:
With only a few days to go until the release of On A Roll 2D, which will be released as DLC for On A Roll 3D, we've put On A
Roll 3D on sale - it is now half price for one week only!. Space War: Infinity - Devlog #7:
Today I bring some screenshots of Space War: Infinity. The game will be the 2nd of my series Arcade, I must make available a
package of the games of the series already in the launch of Space War: Infinity.
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Do you like Devlogs?

Creator Homepage: Moraes Studio
Twitter: @alyssonmoraesms

Devlogs. BattleGoat Dev Team Livestream Friday July 27th at 3PM Eastern:
Join the BattleGoat Development Team as we live-stream a Supreme Ruler Ultimate multiplayer battle to victory and/or defeat,
and answer questions from our community along the way.

We will be streaming exclusively on Steam, so watch our Supreme Ruler Ultimate store home page or look for the video directly
at https://steamcommunity.com/broadcast/watch/76561198097517991

Join the livestream chat and ask questions of the developers! There will also be give-aways to be had, with shirts, posters, game
keys, possibly even an elusive BattleGoat.

Join us Friday, July 27th, 3PM Eastern (North America) Time, and watch as BattleGoat team members defend the honor of
their their ancestral homelands!
. Half-Life 1 and Counter-Strike 1.6 BETA updated:
We have released an update to the beta for both games, fixes include:

Fixed alt-tab not working correctly, the game window is no longer forced on top

Added "cl_mousegrab" cvar, if set to 0 then the game will not grab the mouse. This may be needed to enable alt-tab with
some Linux window managers. You can also add "-nomousegrab" to your command line to disable mouse grabbing.

Fixed error on launch loading mss32.dll under Windows

Fixed hang on startup causing a black screen to display on OS X and Linux
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Update Server Browser display to match behavior of Source engine products

. The Music of Magic Potion Destroyer #3:
Hi All

The music in Magic Potion Destroyer plays a key role in the story and progression of the game. The developer made sure that
there was a different song for each stage in the game to convey certain elements.

For each track in the game, he will be sharing his comments and thoughts on the tracks.

Today we are moving on to the next section. How many of you have reached these stages?

http://store.steampowered.com/app/676910/Magic_Potion_Destroyer/

STAGE 11~15 [Mansion 1]. Phase 4 Release:

Hi all!

We have released our phase 4 update for April. We have had to push stage 6 back by 1 month to accommodate for new
mechanics and hazards, so stay tuned.

For phase 4 we have released general bugfixes, update our 'ghost platforms' and added some sweet post-processing effects for
when you are going fast down those straights.

Patch notes:

- Improved versions of the Ghost Platforms sounds have been added
- Improved the hitboxes of pipes
- Added sound effect for ghost platforms
- The engine sound has been made slightly louder
- Post-processing effects have been made "speed-aware". Certain effects like motion blur and chromatic aberration will become
more apparent as the car's speed gets higher.

If we don't hear from you, we will see you in a month for phase 5!

Keep it real, keep it fast.
Fishbowl Interactive. Current Status Update:
Right now the game is being tested in sort of a closed alpha/beta to work out as many bugs and errors as possible. The focus
right now is on the custom ships and the Steam Workshop. So far everything works as intended. You can import and upload
your own ships to the workshop. Subscribe to ships from the workshop. At the moment it just uploads whatever is in the folder
that your ship is in, so that may need to be changed before releasing the game.

After the game is released the new focus will be shifted to adding new abilities, weapons and/or enemies. The menu navigation
will also have to be updated to work better with gamepads (ex. sometimes no UI elements will be selected which means that
you'll no longer be able to use the gamepad to navigate through the menus!).

As for multiplayer... It will be attempted to be added. Multiplayer coding can make game development wayyyy harder. Sure the
game would be soooo much more fun with others helping fight off baddies but now all abilities, enemies and menus will have to
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be changed to work properly with multiplayer in mind. One particular problem I have in mind that might make things difficult
is... what happens if a player disconnects for whatever reason? Should the player be allowed to join back? If so, do their stats get
saved or do they start back at level 1? Yea... there's so much more to think about if the game is multiplayer. But hey, it'll at least
be attempted! If it turns out to be too big of a pain to implement right now, then it'll either be saved till later or just scrapped all
together.. Irony Curtain's Revolutionary Update #1:

Comrades!

Thank you for purchasing the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love! We hope that your journey to the bestest country in
the world was as great as babushka’s compot! If so, leave as a Steam Review – for the glory of Matryoshka!

This is the first of a few updates to Irony Curtain. We are aware that Western Spies have planted some bugs here and there,
but our special antispy forces are ready to eliminate them once and for all!

That’s why we’re presenting you the official Revolutionary Update with some fixes and polishes, including:

 fixed a few active area points for better cursor feedback;

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting the Floor Run minigame while Evan is still running;

 fixed sound timing for two final cutscenes;

 fixed errors and typos in the German version of the game;

 made The Butcher's line of business more obvious.

As you might have noticed, the premiere build is missing manual save slots. We’ve found that there is a possibility that reloading
the manual save might fail to call all of the proper actions and changes on a scene, which can cause errors. Since those errors
might be game blocking in specific cases, we decided to turn this feature off and only bring it back when we are 300% sure that
it works properly. Hopefully, this happens very very soon.

Don’t forget to spread the love for the bestest country in the world on your social media, using #IronyCurtain hashtag. You can
also reach us on Irony Curtain’s Steam Forum.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/
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